, whence we obtain Archie's law, Z -y™, Fig. 1 (5) as K-K, =1/z and, of course"yo is equal to ].
The exponents x, (l =1, 2) are then related to the Then we have"
Here we introduce replica indices n =1, 2, ... , n for the random walk variables u and independent replica indices P= 1, 2, . . . , m for the Potts mod-.
el, and the limit m-0, n-0 is implied. The resistance correlation functions can be expressed in terms of thermodynamic correlation functions for the Hamiltonian Il:
X, (x, x') = (u, (x)u, (x')) y, (x, x') = - (u,(x) u, (x') v, (x)~v, (x')) . (10) A field theory is generated by introducing Gaussian fields conjugate to u"(x), u (x)v8(x), u"(x) xva (x) 
